HighLife Samples Trance Nation Bundle
3.47GB
HighLife Samples bring you a very special deal – you can purchase 5 top Trance sample
packs, stocked full with over 4.3 GB of professional sounds! Inside you’ll get 15
Construction Kits, WAV & MIDI Loops, 128 Sylenth1 presets and 2 full WAV Stem
project kits. Individually these sample packs worth over $80, buy now this bundle with
50% discount!
Royalty-Free: All of the content in this download is 100% royalty-free. Once purchased,
you can use these sounds in your own commercial music releases with no restrictions.
Check below what’s inside in this epic Trance production bundle.

Festival Euphoric Trance
HighLife Samples’ freshest release returns to your favourite genre, with the sound that
has become the staple in today’s Euphoric Trance scene!
This pack offers the greatest tools and source of inspiration that you’ve been missing! Inside
the download you’ll find 5 complete Trance Construction Kits including buildups,
breakdowns, drops and main bass loops, melodies, chords, leads, plucks, vocal chops and FX,
including uplifters, downlifters, impacts and noise, and of course drum loops.
HighLife Samples offers you a complete production pack, ready for you to launch your next
great track. Let’s not forget, we give away all instrumental loops in MIDI format, as well as
WAV for your own convenience and creative freedom. We have also included a selection of
quality trance drum loops and a Sylenth1 bank featuring 128 Trance presets including musthave sounds for every Trance producer.

Festival Euphoric Trance Vol 2
HighLife Samples return to DMS with the second volume in their “Festival Euphoric
Trance” series. Get that Big Room Trance sound that’s been tearing up dance floors
around the globe. This pack offers you the greatest tools and source of inspiration
imaginable: you shouldn’t miss out on this sensational Trance new pack!
This pack have been heavily inspired by the giants of Trance production and DJ’s world-wide
including: Armin Van Buuren, Mark Sixman, Andrew Rayel, Ben Gold, Markus Schulz,
Orjan Nilsen and many others.
Inside the download you’ll find 5 complete construction kits covering all of your musical
needs, including: Buildups, Breakdowns, Drops and Main Bass loops, Melodies, Chords,

Leads, Plucks, Vocal Chops and FX, and of course those ever-useful Drum loops to provide
that perfect percussive base for your new tracks.
HighLife Samples have yet again delivered a complete Trance Music production pack, each
sound ready for you to launch into your next great tracks. Let’s not forget, we also give away
all Melodic Instrumental Loops in MIDI file format as well as WAV audio for your own
convenience and creative freedom.

HighLife Samples Power Trance
This pack offers some of the greatest tools available for Trance producers today! One
seriously epic source of inspiration you’ve been missing! Inside the download you’ll find
5 complete construction kits for your musical needs.All kits include both dry and wet
Bass and Melody loops, Chords, Leads, Plucks and Acid, Vocal chops, FX (including
uplifters, downlifters, impacts, sweeps and noise), and of course all Drum Hits and
Drum loops.We’ve included all instrumental loops in MIDI format as well as WAV for
ultimate creative freedom.
We’ve also given away all the Sylenth1 and Reveal Sound Spire presets used to create our
unique sounds!

HighLife Uplifting Track Stems Project Vol 1
HighLife Samples presents ‘Uplifting Track Stems Project Volume 1’. This pack
contains a full Trance production, broken down into individual tracks of drums,
baselines, melodies, pads & FX plus the MIDI files of each track allowing you full
flexibility to control and recreate the melodies and baselines with your own favourite
synth sounds.
If you love powerful uplifting Trance tracks and you are a fan of releases from Enhanced
Recordings, Armada, Black Hole, Anjunabeats, Infrasonic, Discover Records then this pack
has been made for you. Download this pack and recreate the structure of the HighLife
Samples demo tune with the added option of adding your own personal style.
This pack will also help you learn the secrets of how all these sounds fit together to create a
full, solid sounding tune. Containing full WAV files for each track and MIDI too this
download gives you easy access to edit each part in your favourite DAW software.

HighLife Uplifting Track Stems Project Vol 2
Following the successfully first volume if this pack ‘Uplifting Track Stems’ proudly
returns! This pack contains a full Uplifting Trance production, broken down into

individual tracks of drums, baselines, melodies, pads & Mixed FX plus the MIDI song
file of each track allowing you full flexibility to control and recreate the melodies and
harmonies your own favourite synth sounds.
This Project has been made by Michael Angelo known for his releases on labels such as
Black Hole Recordings, Enhanced Recordings and High Light Records. Download this pack
and recreate the structure of the HighLife Samples demo tune with the added option of
adding your own personal style.

